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General Information about this Adventure
This  adventure  is  a  FREE  (PDF)  example
adventure made for MYFAROG. It is made for a
party made up of 3 or more level 1 characters. It is
by  no  means  a  standard  of  how  MYFAROG
adventures  should be  like,  but  just  an  example of
how a myth master (here me) can fairly easily and
quickly (in a few afternoons) create an adventure,
in this case some sort of fantasy-horror adventure,
using the MYFAROG core rule-book (and for 2E
users,  also  the  FREE  PDF  with  lists  of  Thulêan
Names, to be found on www.myfarog.org). 

I  will  recommend  that  everyone  new  to  the
MYFAROG system uses only the basic rules when
playing  this  adventure,  and  uses  it  to  become
familiar with some of the mechanics of the game.
How to travel – to and from the adventure location
–  is  not  elaborated  on,  but  the  myth  master  is
supposed to use the default rules for this, found in
Travel & Survival in The Land of Thulê. 

Notes to 1E Users
1E users should note that the Old Þulêan names are
used  throughout,  so  e.  g.  EtunahaimaR  in  this
adventure refers to what in 1E is commonly called
Etunakaimas.  Also,  the  myth  master  can  ignore
any reference to HP (Health Points),  and instead
use the standard rules for Toughness. 

Since  there  are  no  player  levels  in  2E,  'an
adventure  made  for  level  1  characters'  can  be
translated  into  meaning  'an  adventure  made  for
completely inexperienced player characters'. 

This adventure assumes that the player party is in
Kingscove  Bay.  The  area  Meadowland  is  by
default located straight West of Kingscove Bay, on
the other side of the bay, but the myth master can
place it anywhere he likes on the Weather Island
(Andâlanga). 

In this adventure, the myth master should check
normally for Ettin Phenomena when the party is
inside EtunahaimaR, but can (if he wishes to keep
it  simple)  instead of random encounters just  use
the  events  in  'Events  in  Meadow  Land'  in  this
example adventure. 

Finally, some suggestions on how you can expand
on this adventure has been included, so that each
and every myth master can make this adventure
longer and also his own. 

ONLY THE MYTH MASTER SHOULD KEEP
ON READING FROM HERE ON. 

Metona Meadow
35  years  ago  the  Meadow  Tower,  located  in
Meadowland,  fell  into  ruins.  Over  the  course  of
several  years  the  dark  and  alien  influence  of
EtunakaimaR (see  The Land of Thulê) spread out
from a nearby cave, to be found straight west of
the Meadow family's burial mound, and infected
the entire area, completely surrounding the tower
– and forcing everybody living there to flee. 

Metona Meadow, a frail woman in her 40ies, used
to live in the tower, with her family, and wishes to
recover the items her grandfather, Setnus Meadow,
was buried with, in the family burrow just north of
the tower, as well as his skull and thigh bone. She
dares not go there herself, and her children are too
young to do so. She is now a (poor) widow living
with her three children (the two boys Hywel and
Glaukias  and  the  girl  Suleviae,  age  7,  5  and  3
respectively) in a farm house outside of Kingscove
Bay. 

Thulêan Lore
Any Thulêan knows that these items are needed
for  Setnus  Meadow  to  be  reborn,  according  to
traditional Thulêan beliefs. 

Metona will approach the party and ask for their
aid,  in  return  for  her  gratitude  and  the  right  to
everything else of value that they may find in or
near the tower.  If  they accept  her  offer,  she will
lend  them  a  family  heirloom,  Sunflower,  a  rune-
engraved silver amulet said to reduce the chance
for  being  exposed  to  the  Ettin  phenomena  in
EtunahaimaR.

Sunflower
The amulet is engraved with a Sowili rune (see the
skill  Rune  Lore)  and  gives  the  wearer  +1  Cold
Toughness  and  a  +2  mod  to  Poetry  and  Social
Skills, and as long as everyone in the party travels
with the wearer of the amulet, they will receive a
+1  mod  to  the  die  roll  when  the  myth  master
checks  for  Ettin  phenomena  in  EtunakaimaR.
Anyone  with  +1  or  better  Rune  Lore  proficiency
will recognize the Sowili rune on the amulet, and
know its qualities.

Metona  excplains  that  to  open  up  the  burial
mound, the characters need to find a sacred wand
inside the Meadow Tower,  located in a chest  on
the first floor. They then have to walk three times
around  the  burial  mound  and  sing  “Open  up,
Meadow grave!”, for the burial mound to open up.
Metona has lost the keys to the chest though, and
she fears that if the characters breaks the chest, it
might damage the wand, rendering it useless... 



Metona's  Relationship  to  the  Player
Party
Metona is  Welcoming towards the party, and will
become  Friendly if  they return with all  the items
she wanted, she will remain Welcoming if they only
recovered some of the items, and she will become
Neutral if they return with none.

The Journey
The player party needs to travel to the old tower,
using  the  directions  they  got  from  Metona.  See
Travel & Survival in The Land of Thulê. 

The Meadowland Map
Everything south of the ruin (map location 1) and
east  of  the  mountains  has  been  eaten  up  by
EtunahaimaR.  The  once  beautiful  meadows
surrounding  Meadow  Tower  has  turned  into
stinking bogs, overgrown with black twisted trees
and infested with mosquitoes, toads, giant spiders
and  venomous  snakes.  Because  of  this  is
impossible to find anywhere to sleep in the area
south of the ruin (map location 1). 

A myth master should remember that the weather
can  be  very  different  inside  EtunahaimaR  (see
Weather & Wind in The Land of Thulê).

Map Key: 
1. The Ruin. 
2. The Wooden Harbour. 
3. Meadow Tower.
4. The Meadow Family Burrow
5. The Cave.

The Ruin
These ruins of an old fortified boathouse has for
some time been used as a base of operations by a
group of dagger-men, members of the  Sicarii (see
Bands,  Cults  &  Organisations).  It  is  perfect  for
them:  they  can  hide  their  boat  in  the  ruin,  and
because of EtunahaimaR located here just south of
them, nobody ever ventures here. 

The dagger-men expect no company, so the man
on guard is lax. No matter where the party arrives
from, he is Very Easy to spot (Perception DD 7) in
time to avoid detection (Stealth DD 4),  when the
party is about 60' away, and Easy to sneak up on
(one Stealth DD 6 test, one DD 7 and one DD 8).
All characters must test Morale with a +0 mod as
they approach the ruin, and any adverse effects (e.
g.  Nervousness)  will  last  for  the  duration  of  the
encounter. See Morale in Combat Rules.  

With  the  look-out  included,  there  are  2  dagger-
men,  armed  with  curved  short  swords  only
(hidden  under  their  foreign  looking  robe-like
clothes) for every player character, and in addition
to  that  their  leader,  Yaqov,  a  cruel-looking
Foreigner with an eye-patch. He is armed with a
wicker  shield,  a  curved  short  sword  and  three
javelins. Because of his eye-patch, he suffers a -2
mod to all Missile attacks. None of them wear any
armour. 

Dagger-man Yaqov
CR Trickster Warrior
Level 1 3
OV/DV MÊ +0/+10 +4/+14
OV/DV MI +0/+10 +2/+10
Dodging +3 +2
HP 11 (or 3D6 + 1) 17
Wicker shield: +0 DV MÊ, +1 DV MI
Curved short sword: -3 DV MÊ, D6 damage, -2/+2
Cut/Shock effect
Javelin: -1 DV MÊ, D6 damage, -1/+1 Cut/Shock
effect, Range 25'

Yaqov's band kidnap children in Kingscove. They
sneak in by night, break into homes, murder the
parents, rob their homes and kidnap the children.
They sell these poor children to pirates and foreign
merchants alike, who take them back home to far
away  lands,  where  they  become  slaves.  Hidden
away behind some rocks in a dark corner in the
ruin,  a  sack with 2  gold,  5  silver  and 98 copper
nuggets, as well as an 8 carat yellow spinel worth 2
gold nuggets (and giving the carrier a +1 mod to
Rune  Lore).  If  a  character  searches the  ruins,  he
might find the sack (Perception DD 9). 



The dagger-men have a cage in the ruin, but it is
not large enough to hold men (but large enough
for  children...  There  are  no  children there  at  the
moment  though).  They  also  have  ample  rations
(enough  too  feed  all  of  them  for  a  week)  and
drinking water. 

When the player characters arrive, Yaqov will try
to flee north, along the path, but if he fails to he
will  fight to the death.  Any surrendered dagger-
men will try to get free by offering some important
information to the player characters, in return for
their  freedom.  If  they  accept,  they  will  give  the
player characters the name of a merchant, Shlonop
(level  4  Civilian)  in  Kingscove  Bay,  who  is  the
actual leader of Yaqov's band, and the organiser of
the  kidnapping  operations.  If  another  one  is
captured  and questioned,  he  will  try  to  buy  his
freedom by telling the player characters where the
sack with all their loot is hidden away.  

A  myth  master  who  wish  to  make  a  follow-up
adventure, can let the party deal with Shlonop at a
later  stage.  But  will  anybody  in  Kingscove  Bay
believe in them, if they can not produce any real
evidence for Shlonop's crimes? 

The Wooden Harbour
The wooden harbour is in terrible condition: it is
half  rotten  and  overgrown  with  moss,  and  any
character trying to walk across it, heading for land
or  a  boat,  will  need  to  pass  an  Acrobatics  test
against DD 9, to avoid falling into the freezing (2 to
4 feet deep) water. A character who falls into the
water  will  become  soaking  wet,  and  any
equipment that he was carrying will also become
soaking  wet  (so  e.  g.  a  tinderbox  will  become
useless for several days afterwards). When the first
character steps on the harbour, a Giant Centipede
will rush into the water from under the harbour,
and disappear from sight. All characters must test
Morale  normally  with  a  -2  mod.  See  Morale  in
Combat Rules.  

Meadow Tower
Once a watch tower for the king of Kingscove Bay,
built  for  use  in  a  long forgotten war,  this  tower
served for a long time as the home of the Meadow
family. Barrels of fish were stored in the basement,
and eatable and healing herbs from the meadows
were left to dry in the main chamber, before they
were brought to Kingscove Bay for the market. 

A strange light shines inside the tower, and can be
seen from the outside – in darkness from a mile
away.  The  light  comes  from  a  strange  plant
growing inside the tower, 10' tall and with an egg-
shaped flower. The flower not only shines brightly,

but it also hypnotises anyone who enters the tower
and  sees  it.  Each  character  must  test  Fortitide
against DD 9 or become hypnotised,  and remain
hypnotised for  D6 hours.  Whilst  the  character  is
hypnotised,  the  plant  will  drain  him  for  D6  SP
(Stamina Points) every hour, until either he wakes
up  or  is  killed  from  exhaustion  (see  the  skill
Stamina). A character can not rest whilst under the
hypnosis.  When he wakes up from the hypnosis,
the character must again test his Fortitude against
DD 9, or become hypnotised again, for another D6
hours, suffering the same effects as the last time. 

Anyone not hypnotized by the plant, can easily cut
the plant's stalk with any sharp weapon in 1 round
and  thus  kill  the  plant.  The  flower  will  stop
shining 2D6 rounds after the plant has been killed. 

Unless  uprooted  and burnt,  the  plant  will  grow
back to full size, and produce a new flower, in D6
days. 

The  sacred  wand  needed  to  open  up  the  burial
mound  can  be  Very  Easily  (Perception  DD  6)
found on the first level of the tower, in a chest, as
explained by Metona.  The chest  is  Easy to  open
with a lock pick kit (Mechanics DD 9), and Hard
(DD  15)  if  something  else  is  used.  If  the  lid  is
smashed, there is a chance (1-2 on a D6) that the
wand is broken in the process. 

There  is  nothing  of  value  in  the  tower,  the
Meadow family didn't leave in a hurry (although
they  did  expect  to  be  able  to  return  soon),  but
anyone spending a minute to search the tower will
perhaps  (Perception  DD  8)  spot  the  trapdoor,
under some rubble, leading down to the basement.

The basement is not directly under the tower, but
leads northwards into a large chamber filled with
fairly small  barrels.  The room is dark and damp
and it reeks of rotten fish. The barrels are mostly
empty,  save  some  few  that  contain  stinking
remains  of  salted fish.  A giant  rat  (see  page 86)
lurks  in  the  shadows,  and  will  surprise-attack
anyone  searching  the  room,  unless  they  at  least
succeed with a Perception test against DD 9. If it
can, the rat will try to flee the basement after it has
surprise-attacked,  and  run  away  into  the  bog.
When  the  rat  is  discovered,  the  party  members
must test their Morale with a +0 mod, or (if they
were surprised) a -1 mod. 

The myth master can here expand the adventure if
he  likes  to,  by  adding  a  dungeon  of  his  own
making to the basement, perhaps through a secret
door in one of the walls). 



The Meadow Family Burrow
The burial mound has obviously been opened. A
Perception test against DD 9 will reveal that it has
been opened from the inside. So there is no need
for the sacred wand to gain access... 

All characters must test Morale with a +0 mod as
they approach the burial mound, and any adverse
effects will last for the duration of the encounter.
See Morale in Combat Rules.  

If the party approaches the burial mound at night,
a wight will wait until they enter and then attack
the  last  one  entering,  or  anyone  left  outside  to
stand  guard.  The  last  one  entering  must  test
Perception against DD 9 to avoid being taken by
surprise (see Helpless or Surprised Targets in The
Combat  rules).  A  character  standing  guard  will
only have to test Perception against DD 3. 

If the party approaches during the daylight hours,
a wight will wait inside, hiding in an alcove as the
party enters. See  The Creatures & Phenomena of
Thulê for the stats of the Wight. The wight carries
a long seax (-2 DV, D6 + 1 damage, -2 Cut effect,
+2 Shock effect) and a small wooden shield (+1 MÊ
DV/ +2 MI DV), and wears an iron mail shirt (still
in semi-funtional condition, with AV of only 1). 

The burial is so narrow, that only one character can
engage the wight at any time, and if one character
falls,  the  others  must  first  drag  him  outside  (or
further inside, if they are being attacked from the
outside),  before  another  can  engage  the  wight.
When they do, the wight wil be able to attack them
with a +2 to its OV. 

If the party retreats to the outside, the wight will
follow them, if he can (i. e. if the sun is not shining
outside) and normal engagement rules applies (as
found under To Hit & Damage Resolution, in The
Combat Rules). 

The  wight  is  the  possessed  body  of  Setnus
Meadow, and his equipment is what the characters
are supposed to collect for Metona! However, his
helmet  is  missing,  and can  be  found by  anyone
searching the outside of the burial mound, on top of
the  mound  (Perception  DD  9).  The  wight  has
accidentally dropped it there some time ago. 

A myth master who wish to expand the adventure,
can  e.  g.  let  the  burial  mound  lead  to  an
underground  tomb,  with  other  troll  creatures  –
and perhaps treasure too.

The Cave
It is under no circumstances recommended that the
party  explores  this  cave,  but  –  alas!  –  some
adventurers  are  just  too  curious  for  their  own
good. So the cave is there to be found, by anyone
searching for it. 

The  cavern  oozes  of  dread  and  terror,  so  upon
sight,  every  character  is  recruired  to  test  their
Morale with a -4 mod, and any adverse effects will
last  for  the  duration  of  the  encounter.  Twisted,
alien  roots  grow  from  the  cave,  their  type  and
origin completely unknown to anyone in the party,
and some sort of oily mud trickels forth from it, 20'
or so, before it disappears into the bog. The mud is
actually flammable, so anyone who drops a torch
or fires  a fire  bolt  or  something like that  on the
mud will ignite it, and set the whole thing ablaze.
The alien roots in the cave will not burn though,
nor suffer from this, but only seem to grow as the
flames warm them up. Anyone caught in a sea of
flames  will  suffer  2D6  heat  damage  before  they
manage to escape. 

Inside, the cavern opens up into a huge chamber.
The roots seen outside,  seem to be  a part  of  the
cave walls  themselves,  and encompass the entire
cave inside. In the center of the chamber, a huge
egg-shaped rock rests firmly on the ground. 

Upon  further  scrutiny,  a  Perception  test  agaisnt
DD 6 will reveal that the 'egg' is actually a Large
Kraken 'sleeping'. It will wake up if disturbed, and
it  will  attack  the  party.  When  the  kraken  is
discovered, the characters need to test their Morale
normally with a -9 mod. 

If the party is wise, and flees instead of trying to
fight it, the large kraken will follow them to cave
entrance, or – if it's dark and/or clouded outside –
to  the  edge  of  EtunahaimaR.  If  the  party  leaves
EtunahaimaR, it will return to the cave. The party
must  jog through the bog in  order to escape the
large  kraken,  and  must  succeed  with  three
Acrobatics tests (DD 6) in order not to fall, perhaps
into the bog. See Travel & Survival in The Land of
Thulê. 

A Horrible Task
Cutting  off  the  head  and  thick  bone,  from  the
rotten body of Setnus Meadow, is a horrible task.
Perhaps only a Fortitude test against DD 12 will
allow a character to do this? The fact that his body
was possessed and turned into a Wight only made
this  task  worse,  as  it  delayed  the  rotting  of  his
flesh.  A  bare  bones  skeleton  would  have  been
much to be preferred for the player characters... 



Events in Meadow Land
If  the  player  characters  linger  anywhere  inside
EtunahaimaR, and e. g.  tries to sleep there or sit
down  and  rest  for  more  than  a  few  minutes,
something terrible will  happen. The myth master
can pick from one of the following (whichever is
the most approproate): 

-Spiders  attack:  A  group  of  giant  spiders  (see
Poisonous  Creatures  in  The  Creatures  &
Phenomena of Thulê), 1 for each player character,
descend from the twisted trees, from the walls of a
ruin or  from the  mountain side,  and attacks  the
party. 

-Centipedes  attack:  A group of  giant  centipedes
(see  Poisonous  Creatures  in  The  Creatures  &
Phenomena of Thulê), 1 for each player character,
emerge from the water, from the bog or from some
dark place, and attacks the party. 

-Snake bite: A randomly picked character is bitten
by  a  venomous  snake  (see  Land  Lizards  &
Venomous Snakes in The Creatures & Phenomena
of Thulê),  unless he both sees the snake in time
(Perception DD 8)  and is  fast  enough to avoid it
(Tempo  /  5  tested  against  DD  15).  Once  it  has
poisoned the character,  the  snake quickly  crawls
away  into  cover.  It  can  only  be  killed  if  the
character that was bitten is able to kill it with one
single  attack  (remember  that  he  will  suffer  from
penalties  for  having  to  draw  the  weapon  and
attack  in  the  same  round.  See  Special  Actions
under  Combat  Modifications  in  The  Combat
Rules).  For another character to be able to attack it
before it disappears, he will have to test Perception
against DD 12, and then Tempo / 5 against DD 15.

-Disease:  A  randomly  picked  character  starts  to
feel  ill,  after  he  touched  something  (a  thorny
bush?), or inhaled some bad air, or acciddentally
had some water drip into his eye, e. g. from a tree
he passed by, or something like that. He must test
his Disease Resistance against a poison with PL 3 +
D6. See the skill Healing. If he is not infected with
some disease, he will quickly recover and feel well
again. See the skill Healing. 

Aftermath
Assuming  the  player  characters  make  it  back  to
Metona Meadow with at least some of the items
she wanted, her son Hywel will within a few days
enter their new burial mound and collect the items
(placed  their  by  Metona),  and  he  will  become
Setnus.  Thus Setnus will  be  reborn,  and grateful
for what the party has done for him, he will seek
them up and offer them a reward; hidden in the
Meadow  Tower,  in  a  secret  compartment,  that
would  have been  impossible  to  find  without  his
directions,  but  that  with  his  diretions  is  not  too
hard  to  find  (Perception  DD 12),  is  (if there  is  a
Sorcerer  in  the  player  group)  a  sorcerer's  golden
sickle  (worth  70  gold  nuggets)  or  (if  there  is  no
Sorcerer  in  the  group)  an enchanted Short  Sword,
with  a  +1  mod  to  damage.  But  will  the  player
characters dare return to the tower?.... Maybe the
hypnotising plant has regrown, maybe a monster
spider occupy the tower now? Maybe some of the
dagger-men  survived,  and  have  returned  to
reclaim their hideout, and get back at the player
characters? Only the myth master knows... 


